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ABSTRACT The early Drosophila embryo is patterned by graded distributions of maternal transcription factors. Recent studies
revealed that pattern formation by these graded signals depends on uniformly expressed transcriptional activators, such as
Zelda. Removal of Zelda influences both the timing and the spatial expression domains for most of the genes controlled by
maternal gradients. We demonstrate that some of these patterning defects, which range from temporal delay to loss of expression, can be rationalized with the use of a mathematical model based on cooperative binding of graded and uniform factors. This
model makes a number of predictions, which we confirm experimentally by analyzing the expression of short gastrulation (sog),
a gene that is controlled by a combination of the Dorsal morphogen gradient and Zelda. The proposed model suggests a general
mechanism for the formation of nested gene expression domains, which is a hallmark of tissue patterning by morphogen gradients. According to this mechanism, the differential effects of a morphogen on its target genes can depend on their differential
sensitivity to uniform factors.

INTRODUCTION
Early stages of Drosophila development rely on graded
distributions of transcription factors in the precellular
embryo. The anterior-to-posterior gradient of Bicoid (Bcd),
a transcriptional activator, specifies the anterior body
segments (1). The ventral-to-dorsal nuclear localization
gradient of Dorsal (Dl), which can both activate and repress
gene expression, organizes the spatial arrangement of
the mesoderm, neural ectoderm, and dorsal ectoderm
tissues (2). Graded distribution of a transcriptional repressor
Capicua (Cic), with minima at both anterior and posterior
poles, patterns the nonsegmented terminal regions of the
embryo (3,4). Established by three independent maternal
systems, the Bcd, Dl, and Cic gradients provide inputs to
the cis-regulatory modules of genes involved in multiple
aspects of early embryogenesis.
Gene regulation by Bcd, Dl, and Cic depends on interactions between the morphogens themselves and between
morphogens and their transcriptional targets. For instance,
the anterior expression of tailless (tll) depends on its direct
activation by Bcd and derepression by Cic (5). Combinatorial effects of this type are also present in transcriptional
cascades, when a gene is regulated by a morphogen both
directly and through a more proximal target (6). For
example, genes involved in patterning the presumptive ectoderm region, such as short gastrulation (sog), are controlled
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by the Dl gradient both directly and through snail (sna),
which is induced by Dl.
Recent studies revealed that the effects of maternal
morphogens are dramatically affected by uniformly expressed transcriptional activators, such as Zelda (Zld) (7)
and Stat92E (8). In particular, removal of Zld affects most
of the canonical targets of the Bcd, Dl, and Cic gradients
(9). Patterning defects induced by loss of Zld range from
delayed expression and alteration of gene expression
domains to significant loss of expression. The main purpose
of this work is to present a model that can be used as a first
step in the quantitative analysis of these effects.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fly strains
OreR flies were used as the wild-type (WT) strain for all experiments, and
zld embryos were obtained from germ-line clones derived from females of
genotype zld294 FRT19A/ovoD as previously described (8).

Immunostaining and fluorescence in situ
hybridization
Mouse anti-Dl (1:100 monoclonal antibody from Developmental Studies
Hybridoma Bank), and rat anti-Zld (1:200) (7,9) were used as the primary
antibodies. DAPI (40 ,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, 1:10,000; Vector Laboratories) was used to stain the nuclei, and Alexa Fluor conjugates (1:500;
Invitrogen) were used as secondary antibodies. To visualize the sog
transcript, fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) was used as described
previously (10). Embryos were hybridized with digoxigenin (DIG)-labeled
antisense probe to sog introns overnight at 60 C. Sheep anti-DIG
(1:125; Roche) was used as the primary antibody, and Alexa Fluors
(1:500) were used as secondary antibodies.
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2011.12.042
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Microscopy and quantification
Imaging was performed with a Zeiss LSM 510 confocal microscope with
a Zeiss 40numerical aperture 1.2 C-Apo water-immersion objective.
High-resolution images (512  512 pixels, 12 bit depth) were obtained.
All images were collected at the focal plane ~70 mm from either the anterior
or posterior pole. Embryos were imaged in 90% glycerol solution. The
mean profile and the corresponding 99% confidence intervals for sog
expression were estimated as described previously (10). The statistical
significance of a decrease in Zld with time was obtained by linear regression
of the Zld level with the mid-point of time for the corresponding nuclear
cycle.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Equilibrium binding model
Zld binds to the cis-regulatory modules of essentially all
known transcriptional targets of maternal morphogens (9).
Furthermore, Zld-binding sites are often found close to the
binding sites of spatially distributed regulators, such as
Bcd and Dl. On the basis of these observations, we hypothesize that the patterning effects of Zld can be explained by
cooperative interactions between Zld and a morphogen,
such as Bcd or Dl. To illustrate this point, we analyze the
activity of a hypothetical regulatory region of a gene
controlled by two transcription factors, A and B. The
concentrations of these factors are denoted by CA and CB .
Let us think of CA as the concentration of a morphogen,
such as Dl, and CB as the concentration of a uniform activator, such as Zld. The regulatory region can be found in
four different states: one state with both sites empty, two
states with a single site occupied, and one state with both
sites bound by their corresponding transcription factors
(Fig. 1 A).
For most of the genes, removal of Zld delays or diminishes expression, whereas removal of graded activators,
such as Bcd and Dl, leads to a complete loss of expression
(7,9). Based on this, we assume that binding of a morphogen
is necessary for transcriptional activation, and that the
uniform factor increases the morphogen binding or activity.
Thus, within the framework of our model, transcription is
supported by two states: one in which A is bound on its
own, and one in which it is bound together with B (Fig. 1 A).
When the binding reactions are in equilibrium, the probability of finding the regulatory region in either one of these
states is given by the following formula (11,12):
PfA boundg ¼ PfAg þ PfA&Bg
¼

FIGURE 1 Site occupancy model for gene regulation by the graded
factor, A (circle), and the uniform factor, B (pentagon). (B) Activity of
the regulatory region as a function of the level of the graded factor in the
presence and absence of the uniform factor (solid and dashed lines, respecBiophysical Journal 102(3) 427–433

CA þ CA CB u=KB
:
KA þ CA þ KA CB =KB þ CA CB u=KB

tively). (C) Spatial distributions of the concentrations of graded and
uniform factors, CA and CB, respectively; x denotes the distance from the
point that corresponds to the maximum of CA. (D) Spatial pattern of the
activity of the regulatory region in the presence and absence of the uniform
factor (solid and dashed lines, respectively).
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KA and KB are the corresponding equilibrium binding
constants, which characterize the binding affinities of
A and B to their respective sites, when taken in isolation.
u is a measure of cooperativity, which reflects the ability
of factor B to change the binding affinity of A to its site.
Note that expression for PfA boundg can be written as:
PfA boundg ¼

CA
;
KA f ðu; CB ; KB Þ þ CA

where
f ðu; CB ; KB Þ ¼

1 þ CB =KB
:
1 þ uCB =KB

Thus, the effect of a uniform factor amounts to changing
the equilibrium binding constant of the graded factor.
Clearly, when u ¼ 1, f ðu; CB ; KB Þ ¼ 1, and the probability
of expression reduces to PfAg ¼ CA =ðCA þ KA Þ. This
corresponds to the case of no cooperativity. On the other
hand, when u>1, f ðu; CB ; KB Þ<1 and the equilibrium
binding constant is lower than KA . In this case, factor B
can be viewed as a coactivator that facilitates binding of
factor A. In this case, the output of the regulatory region
at any given level of CA is reduced by removal of the
uniform factor ðCB ¼ 0Þ or its binding site ðKB ¼ NÞ.
Either one of these perturbations reduces PfA boundg
throughout the patterned tissue (Fig. 1, B–D).

Experimental tests of the model
As a first step toward testing this model, we analyzed the
expression of sog, a gene that is controlled by both Zld,
which is uniform, and nuclear Dl, which is graded
(Fig. 2 A). The graded distribution of nuclear Dl establishes the expression patterns of multiple genes involved
in subdividing the embryo into three germ layers: mesoderm, neural ectoderm, and dorsal ectoderm (Fig. 2 B)
(2,6). The future mesoderm is marked by ventrally expressed genes, such as sna. The future neuroectoderm is
specified by genes expressed in two symmetric lateral
stripes, such as the pattern of sog. Finally, the dorsal ectoderm is defined by dorsally expressed genes, such as
decapentaplegic (dpp). Of importance, most of the genes
expressed in these three domains are affected by removal
of Zld and have Zld-binding sites in their regulatory
regions (9,13).
The lateral expression stripes of sog are controlled by two
enhancers, both of which contain multiple interspersed
binding sites for Dl and Zld (Fig. 2 C). This is a common
feature of many genes that are controlled by the graded
distribution of nuclear Dl (9,13–15). The ventral border of
the sog pattern is sharp and determined by the repressive
effect of Sna (2), which is itself a target of Dl and Zld.
The dorsal border, on the other hand, is graded and is
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believed to reflect limiting levels of Dl. In testing our model,
we focused on the dorsal part of the sog pattern.
In the absence of Zld, the broad lateral pattern of sog is
reduced to a much narrower domain, within which <40%
of cells exhibit detectable transcripts (8). Previous studies
of this effect were based on lateral views of the sog expression domain in a handful of embryos (7,9). To explore the
effect of Zld quantitatively and throughout the DV axis,
we analyzed sog expression in a large number of embryos,
using a microfluidic device that enables large-scale imaging
of embryos in cross-sectional views (16).
We used in situ hybridization assays with probes directed
against intronic sog sequences (Fig. 2, D and E). Intronic
transcripts are more unstable than the corresponding cytoplasmic mRNA. As a consequence, in situ hybridization
with intronic probes provides information about transcription in a much shorter time interval than that assessed by
hybridization with probes against the coding region (10).
Thus, the expression of introns is a proxy for the rate of transcription and can be used to test our model of gene regulation by graded and uniform signals.
We quantified the sog pattern in WT and zld backgrounds using our previously developed image processing
algorithm, which identifies intronic staining in the nuclei
of embryos costained with the sog probe and Dl antibodies
(10). The maximum of the nuclear Dl gradient defines the
ventralmost position along the DV axis. The main output
of image processing is a vector with binary components
(1/0), which correspond to the presence (1) or absence (0)
of sog intronic signal at different positions along the DV
axis (Fig. 2, D and E, right panels). By combining such
vectors from multiple embryos, we estimated the probability
of sog expression along the DV axis (Fig. 2, F and G).
Consistent with the model, we found that the probability
of sog expression in the zld background is significantly
lower than the probability of sog expression in WT embryos
throughout the entire neuroectoderm region. A lower probability of sog expression implies that the pattern of sog
would be more narrow and patchy than that in WT, which
is consistent with and explains previous observations (9).
An additional test of our model is provided by an analysis
of sog expression at different time points. Levels of nuclear
Dl increase during the last five nuclear division cycles in the
syncytial blastoderm (17,18). In our model, removal of Zld
leaves Dl as the only regulator of sog in the presumptive
neuroectoderm region. If the increase in the levels of nuclear
Dl is functionally significant, it should lead to an increase of
the probability of sog expression in the absence of Zld. By
comparing the spatial patterns of the probability of sog
expression in zld in two consecutive nuclear cycles, we
found that this is indeed the case (Fig. 3 A).
On the other hand, there was essentially no change in sog
expression in the WT background (Fig. 3 B). Within the
framework of our model, this stability can be explained
only if an increase in the level of nuclear Dl is accompanied
Biophysical Journal 102(3) 427–433
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FIGURE 2 Regulation of sog by Dl and Zld. (A) DV patterning system, showing a spatially uniform arrangement of nuclei (white), graded distribution of
nuclear Dl (red), and spatially uniform distribution of Zld (cyan) in the syncytial blastoderm stage of Drosophila embryogenesis. (B) The Dl gradient subdivides the embryo into three domains that give rise to the future muscle, nerve, and skin tissues. These domains are marked by the expression of sna (blue), sog
(green), and dpp (yellow). (C) Schematic representation of the sog region. Exons (blue rectangles), introns (blue lines), and enhancers (red rectangles) are
shown. Cognate binding sites for Dl and Zld are depicted as ovals in orange and purple, respectively. Note that the secondary shadow enhancer lies downstream of the neighboring gene, CG8117 (35). (D) sog intronic expression in cross-sectional view (left) and the corresponding expression profile along the DV
axis (right) for a representative WT embryo during nuclear cycle 14. (E) sog intronic expression in cross-sectional view (left) and the corresponding expression profile along DV axis (right) for a representative zld embryo during nuclear cycle 14. (F) WT expression profile of sog in nuclear cycle 14. The solid
curve represents the mean profile; dashed curves show the 99% confidence intervals of the mean. Along the horizontal axis, x denotes the normalized distance
along the DV axis, and 0/1 correspond to the ventralmost/dorsalmost positions, respectively. (G) sog expression in zld embryos during nuclear cycle 14.
Throughout the neuroectoderm region, the sog expression level is significantly lower than that in WT.

by a decrease in the level of Zld. In agreement with this
scenario, we found that the levels of Zld show a statistically
significant decrease over several consecutive nuclear diviBiophysical Journal 102(3) 427–433

sion cycles (Fig. 3 C). Based on this, we conclude that
sog expression reflects a combination of increasing levels
of Dl and decreasing level of Zld. Finally, we note that
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CONCLUSION

FIGURE 3 Dynamics of sog expression. (A) Quantitative comparison of
the mean intensities of the sog FISH signal in zld embryos during nuclear
cycles 13 (solid blue) to the mean signal in cycle 14 (solid red). Dashed blue
curves correspond to the 99% confidence interval for mean expression level
in cycle 13. For clarity, sog expression in the presumptive mesoderm
(0 < x < 0.25) has been omitted. (B) Quantitative comparison of the mean
intensities of the sog FISH signal in the nuclear cycles 13 (solid blue) and
14 (solid red) of WT embryos. Dashed curves correspond to the 99% confidence interval for mean sog expression profile in nuclear cycle 13. The mean
values are not significantly different throughout the neuroectoderm region.
(C) Dynamics of the nuclear levels of Zld over five nuclear cycles. The levels
of Zld decrease as a function of developmental time (p < 0.001).

sog introns are first detectable during nuclear cycle 11 in
WT embryos (9). On the other hand, they do not appear until
nuclear cycle 13 in zld embryos (9). This delay can be
explained by the fact that the low level of Dl at nuclear
cycle 11 requires Zld to activate sog gene transcription.
In the absence of Zld, the lower level of Dl at nuclear
cycle 11 is not sufficient, and sog is activated only at later
times when the levels of Dl are higher.

The presented model provides a straightforward explanation
for the effects of Zld on the spatiotemporal pattern of sog
expression. Admittedly, this model is a simplification of
sog regulation, which depends on two different enhancers,
each of which has multiple Dl- and Zld-binding sites. At
the same time, this model explains the decrease in the rate
of sog transcription, the time delay in the initiation of sog
expression, and the sporadic nature of sog expression in
the absence of Zld. How Zld influences binding of Dl and
other morphogens to their cognate DNA sequences is currently unknown. Cooperative effects in transcription are
not restricted to direct protein-protein contacts, as in the
canonical regulated recruitment models (19), and may be
more complex (e.g., they can be mediated by displacement
of nucleosomes (20)).
A similar model can be used to explore the effects of Zld
on pattern formation by other graded signals, such as Bcd,
which patterns the AP axis of the embryo. Furthermore,
Zld can affect pattern formation by secondary graded signals that are induced by maternal gradients. For example,
a graded pattern of Dpp signaling is established by an elaborate transcriptional and signaling cascade downstream of
the Dl gradient (21–25). Of interest, a number of Dpp target
genes have Zld-binding sites in their regulatory regions, and
the expression domains of these genes potentially can be
interpreted with the use of a model similar to the one
presented in this study (9). Likewise, a number of transcriptional targets of sna, which is itself induced by Dl, have Zldbinding sites (9). Thus, our model can be used to understand
both direct and indirect effects of maternal morphogen
gradients.
The proposed model provides a mechanism for the formation of nested gene expression domains, which is a hallmark
of tissue patterning by morphogen gradients (26). This feature has been attributed to a differential enhancer response
to a graded factor (27–33), or to the combinatorial effects
of graded signals (5,34). In our model, enhancers with the
exact same binding strengths for the graded factor but
different binding sites for the uniform factor can be differentially activated by a morphogen (Fig. 4). According to this
model, removal of a uniform factor can make a number of
different gene expression borders collapse to the same location, an effect that indeed has been observed in response to
removal of Zld (9). On the basis of these findings, we
propose that differential sensitivity to uniformly expressed
factors can contribute to the formation of nested gene
expression domains in the Drosophila embryo and other
systems patterned by morphogens.
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FIGURE 4 Proposed model for the formation of nested gene expression
patterns. (A) The activity of a gene regulatory region controlled by graded
and uniform factors (A and B, respectively) can be affected by the binding
strength of the uniform factor (KB) and/or the cooperativity parameters (u).
The three curves can be viewed as response functions of three hypothetical
target genes. All three curves were calculated for the same value of KA, the
binding strength of the uniform factor. (B) Changes in the values of KB
and u give rise to the corresponding changes of expression domains. In
the absence of a uniform factor, all three genes will be expressed in the
same domain. All three curves were calculated for the same value of KA.
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